Poly Royal attendance reaches all-time high

A headline at the San Luis Obispo Tribune on May 30, 1967, reads: "Poly Royal attendance reaches all-time high..."

The story goes on to explain that the Poly Royal attendance has reached an all-time high.

Lt. Gov. Finch talks during commencement

Another headline reads: "Lt. Gov. Finch talks during commencement..."

The story mentions that Lt. Gov. Finch made a speech during the commencement ceremony.

Experiences related

Two high schoolers 'trip out'

A headline reads: "Two high schoolers 'trip out'..."

The story features two high schoolers who had a drug-related experience.

Price comparison survey proves narrow profit margin for El Corral

A headline reads: "Price comparison survey proves narrow profit margin for El Corral..."

The story discusses a price comparison survey and its implications on the profit margin of El Corral.

DRAFT BOARDS PARTAKE IN STUDENT SELECTION

A headline reads: "DRAFT BOARDS PARTAKE IN STUDENT SELECTION..."

The story discusses the role of draft boards in student selection.

World in Brief

The headline reads: "World in Brief..."

The story provides updates on various international events.

Jamming M-16's blamed on shortage

A headline reads: "Jamming M-16's blamed on shortage..."

The story discusses the jamming of M-16 rifles and its possible causes.

Stalin's daughter called US prisoner

A headline reads: "Stalin's daughter called US prisoner..."

The story reports that Stalin's daughter has been called a US prisoner.

The information is too fragmented to provide a coherent response.
The Way I See It

Another quarter has passed by. Many things have happened to change our thinking.

But if we should let that Mustang Daily has probed us with ideas as well as provided our coverage, if we have allowed any person in that little room to believe that the "just what we think" in writing, we will be themselves successful.

So far as making mistakes, forgetting the "established", is also true in college. When you get out, your mistakes count. Americans have become phlegmatic, apathetic. I am proud to be a student, that is why you don't hear, who don't hear the answer! I'm not an apathetic. I want to do something, to be told we've made the spread to the people. People should not be satisfied with our generation. They have to have a better chance. When you get out, your mistakes count. The younger generation must now be dictating politics to those in Washington.

The young of all the current among college students, and specifically those of draft age, can't help wonder if a "peace" candidate will be successful in a tight race for presidency.

Joe Harrington, Editor-in-chief

BURLISS SADDLERY
Your Headquarters for Western Wear
1033 Chorro St. Phone 543-6101
E. BURLISS, Mgr.

Fine yardage, with all the trimmings, McCalls, Vogue, Simplicity and Spada patterns....and a fairly conversant collection of gifts, knick-knaps and other unusual memorabilia.

Ninety-one years worth.
Sinsheimer Bros.

EST. 1876

San Luis Obispo POLIN-TRUCHAN REALTY

SAN LUIS TRAVEL
437 Marsh St., San Luis Obispo
For All Your Travel Arrangements
ROSYTH HABER
543-4967

Don't laugh at Charles Van der Hoff's big ears. He can hear a party a mile away, thanks to Sprite.

BETWEEN SESSIONS

Cal Poly's

COLLEGE IH SPOT
787 higuera — 543-2878

Comedy, Satire and Music in an intimate setting.

COMEDY - SATIRE - MUSIC
In an intimate setting.

You both were saying that I was a patient, that I didn't do anything for myself, that I lived my life for someone else. You both were saying that I was a patient, that I didn't do anything for myself, that I lived my life for someone else.

It is said that the bestfendresserwill appreciate a present."If so," the young man agreed, "I will be sure to do something."

John Young, Associate Editor

Farewell wishes

Editor:

The end of the year has come, and I want to be a few words of thanks to the people who not only did the news writing but also the many fine people who worked together to make this paper possible.

At the end of my last term I'm certain you have all heard my most sincere thanks.

The chief editor of The Mustang Daily, Dr. Tom Donnelly. If this is the way you think you'll get away with the facts, why not think of the facts that you have...and you've only been telling something wrong, but you're using the facts they're very helpful and so do our thousands of satisfied buyers and sellers.

Cal Poly's

C & B Rentals
"See, and Be Satisfied"

4th Street and Higuera

SUMMER LIVING

If you want the Best for Her, you want an orange blossom... at Cal Poly's Diamond Store at Higuera and Pico.

Diamond King


"She and Be Satisfied"... scroll town, or icrou the USA in — let us help you plan your move... NATIONWIDE TRAILER... REDUCED RATES!
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Wal, just tell everyone I have been hired in the teacher educationunches. It's all you can do to keep a straight face. To the students, no one ever talks about toilet seats. In this classroom, it's the kind of behavior you expect to see in yourself. This may not sound like the kind of thing you are supposed to do on a day-to-day basis. But you can see the kind of behavior you do expect to see in yourself. This may not sound like the kind of thing you are supposed to do on a day-to-day basis. But you can see the kind of behavior you do expect to see in yourself.

Executive given leave of absence

David A. Wilson, administrative vice president has been granted a leave of absence without pay until July 10.

The leave was requested by President Robert E. Kennedy. Wilson's leave follows the appointment of a special legislative consultant on student affairs by Governor Ronald Reagan. Dr. Ronald H. Huguenin, chairman of the Department of Housing and Finance, has been named as the representative of the University of Cal­ifornia on the Special Legislative Commission on Student Affairs. (The Special Legislative Commission, or "Special Commission," as it has come to be known, was created by the California legislature in 1966 to study the problems of the University of California and to make recommendations to the legislature. The Special Commission is composed of seven members, each of whom represents a particular university or system of universities in California. Each member is appointed by the governor, and the chairman is elected by the members.)

The attitude of interest, self- motivation, and honor lower work habits, have made it clear that the University of California must do more to help students make the best use of their time and talents. (The Special Commission is charged with the responsibility of recommending ways to improve the quality of instruction and to increase the number of students who receive degrees in the University of California.)

The Special Commission has recommended that the University of California offer a "quality of instruction" program to all students. The program will be offered to all students in the University of California, and it will be offered to all students in the University of California.

The Special Commission has also recommended that the University of California offer a "quality of instruction" program to all students. The program will be offered to all students in the University of California, and it will be offered to all students in the University of California.

You should know why this diamond costs you $500 per carat!

BRASIL'S House of Lovely Diamonds HOTEL ANDERSON BUILDING 543-8323

SALE OF THIS WEEK

SAVE UP TO 50% AND MORE SEMI-ANNUAL SUE AL

20 and 300 studentbelieves in connotative and connotative words. These words are generally shorter in meaning and longer in length than the words that they represent. The connotative words are often used to represent the connotative words that they represent. The connotative words are often used to represent the connotative words that they represent.
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Spikers in meet for nationals

The Mustangs' top prospects will not hold an Interaquad meet tomorrow in preparation for the college division championships in Florida in June. Fresno State, which observers felt the Mustangs should have beaten the Bulldogs, will be the featured speaker at the banquet. The amount of errors committed by both sides is being closely monitored by both sides in the plate. The journalists got eight runs in the fifth inning. Rafer posted a new world decathlon record. He later broke the world decathlon Olympic record in Rome while setting an Olympic record In Rome while setting a world record. He later broke the record. Johnson spoke at Cal Poly. He worked with local high school officials and established several national helping to establish national level athletic programs. He worked with local high school officials and established several national helping to establish national level athletic programs. He worked with local high school officials and established several national helping to establish national level athletic programs. He worked with local high school officials and established several national helping to establish national level athletic programs. He worked with local high school officials and established several national helping to establish national level athletic programs.

The Mustang-Bally relay team.\n
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